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vladimir nabokov was always a controversial writer long before the publication
of lolita controversy raged over the virtues of his work his detractors
insisted that he had forsaken the humanistic concerns of the russian literary
tradition while his supporters claimed that his work actually extended and
enriched that tradition david rampton faces these apparent contradictions head
on and tries to reach a more balanced integrated view of the novelist s
achievement speak memory first published in 1951 as conclusive evidence and
then assiduously revised in 1966 is an elegant and rich evocation of nabokov s
life and times even as it offers incisive insights into his major works
including lolita pnin despair the gift the real life of sebastian knight and
the defense this set comprises of 40 volumes covering nineteenth and twentieth
century european and american authors these volumes will be available as a
complete set mini boxed sets by theme or as individual volumes this second set
compliments the first 68 volume set of critical heritage published by routledge
in october 1995 this first major critical biography of vladimir nabokov one of
the greatest of twentieth century writers finally allows us full access to the
dramatic details of his life and the depths of his art an intensely private man
nabokov was uprooted first by the russian revolution and then by world war ii
transformed into a permanent wanderer he did not achieve fame until late in
life with the success of lolita in this first of two volumes brian boyd vividly
describes the liberal milieu of the aristocratic nabokovs their escape from
russia nabokov s education at cambridge and the murder of his father in berlin
boyd then turns to the years that nabokov spent impoverished in germany and
france until the coming of hitler forced him to flee with wife and son to the
united states this volume stands on its own as a fascinating exploration of
nabokov s russian years and russian worlds prerevolutionary and émigré in the
course of his ten years work on the biography boyd traveled along nabokov s
trail everywhere from yalta to palo alto the only scholar to have had free
access to the nabokov archives in montreux and the library of congress he also
interviewed at length nabokov s family and scores of his friends and associates
for the general reader boyd offers an introduction to nabokov the man his works
and his world for the specialist he provides a basis for all future research on
nabokov s life and art as he dates and describes the composition of all nabokov
s works published and unpublished boyd investigates nabokov s relation to and
his independence from his time examines the special structures of his mind and
thought and explains the relations between his philosophy and his innovations
of literary strategy and style at the same time he provides succinct
introductions to all the fiction dramas memoirs and major verse presents
detailed analyses of the major books that break new ground for the scholar
while providing easy paths into the works for other readers and shows the
relationship between nabokov s life and the themes and subjects of his art a
clearly written insightful study of nabokov the novelist providing an expert
analysis of the 17 novels he wrote during a career spanning more than 50 years
one of the most impressive challenging and controversial literary achievements
of our time the story of nabokov s life continues with his arrival in the
united states in 1940 he found that supporting himself and his family was not
easy until the astonishing success of lolita catapulted him to world fame and
financial security from the contents memory and dream in nabokov s short
fiction b wyllie nabokov s approach to the supernatural in the early stories j
w connoly nabokov s christmas stories r h w dillard art and marriage in
vladimir nabokov s music and in lev tolstoy s the kreutzer sonata n w
balestrini how they brought the bad news to mints breaking the news s g kellman
alone in the void mademoiselle o j e rivers nabokov s vasily shishkov an author
text interpretation m d shrayer ville scripts games of double crossing in
vladimir nabokov s the assistant producer c moraru based on intertextual
evidence in nabokov s late novel ada this monograph traces the triad of memory
recollection and imagination which is central to nabokov s poetics and art of
life writing back to the works of st augustine of hippo who on the threshold of
the early middle ages wrote the first autobiography and to whose
autobiographical writings this triad is likewise essential furthermore this
book investigates to which extent the augustinian art of memory influenced
nabokov s fictive autobiographies by selecting a sample comprising mary mashen
ka the gift dar lolita and ada the continuous importance of the augustinian
paradigm throughout nabokov s multilingual career is demonstrated speak memory
said vladimir nabokov and immediately there came flooding back to him a host of
enchanting recollections of his comfortable childhood and adolescence of his
rich liberal minded father his beautiful mother an army of relations and family
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hangers on and of grand old houses in st petersburg and the surrounding
countryside in pre revolutionary russia young love butterflies tutors and a
multitude of other themes thread together to weave an autobiography which is
itself a work of art vladimir nabokov s extraordinary literary career as a
master of russian and english prose is unique acclaimed in the limited russian
emigre world under the name of sirin nabokov switched to writing in english and
settled in america a refugee from hitler s europe exile memory lost love and
the magic of childhood are among his themes neil cornwell s study published for
the nabokov centenary examines five of nabokov s major novels plus his short
stories and critical writings situating his work against the ever expanding
mass of vn scholarship and noting his cultural debt to russia europe america
and the british isles from the writer who shocked and delighted the world with
his novels lolita pale fire and ada or ardor and so many others comes a
magnificent collection of stories written between the 1920s and 1950s these
sixty five tales eleven of which have been translated into english for the
first time display all the shades of nabokov s imagination they range from
sprightly fables to bittersweet tales of loss from claustrophobic exercises in
horror to a connoisseur s samplings of the table of human folly read as a whole
the stories of vladimir nabokov offers and intoxicating draft of the master s
genius his devious wit and his ability to turn language into an instrument of
ecstasy szeftel s feelings toward nabokov were also mixed ranging from intense
disappointment over rebuffed attempts to collaborate with nabokov on a
scholarly study of a medieval russian epic or to write about his work lolita to
persistent envy of nabokov s success and an increasing wistfulness over his own
sense of failure shortly before vladimir nabokov died in 1977 he left
instructions that the draft for his last novel the original of laura be
destroyed but in 2008 dmitri nabokov the writer s only child and sole surviving
heir contravened his father s wishes formed from novelistic fragments that had
been hidden from the public eye for three decades the original of laura is a
construction based on the conjecture of the nabokov estate publishers and
scholars shades of laura returns to the scene of the crime elucidating the
process of publishing nabokov s unfinished novel from its conception the
reproduction of 138 handwritten index cards to the simultaneous publication of
translations of the final text in several languages the essays in this
collection investigate the event of publication and reconstitute the book s
critical reception reproducing a selection of some of the most salient reviews
critics condemned dmitri s choice but as contributors to this volume attest
there are many more shades and nuances to his decision the book also endeavours
to allow readers to understand and evaluate an incomplete novel contributors
analyze its plot structure imagery and motifs published after prolonged public
debate vladimir nabokov s the original of laura was dubbed the most eagerly
awaited literary novel of this fledgling century covering the publication from
a broad spectrum of perspectives this collection reassesses the nabokov canon
and the roots of his literary prestige contributors include paul ardoin florida
state university gennady barabtarlo university of missouri brian boyd
university of auckland marijeta bozovic colgate university maurice couturier
university of nice lara delage toriel strasbourg university galya diment
university of washington leland de la durantaye claremont mckenna college
michael juliar private collector eric naiman university of california berkeley
ellen pifer university of delaware anna raffetto adelphi publishing house milan
michael rodgers university of strathclyde rien verhoef leiden university olga
voronina bard college tadashi wakashima kyoto university michael wood princeton
university and barbara wyllie slavonic and east european review this study
seeks to counter the critical orthodoxy that conceives of vladimir nabokov as a
symbolist writer concerned with a transcendent reality table of contents first
published in 1995 this companion constitutes a virtual encyclopaedia of nabokov
and occupies a unique niche in scholarship about him articles on individual
works by nabokov including his short stories and poetry provide a brief survey
of critical reactions and detailed analyses from diverse vantage points for
anyone interested in nabokov from scholars to readers who love his works this
is an ideal guide its chronology of nabokov s life and works bibliographies of
primary and secondary works and a detailed index make it easy to find reliable
information any aspect of nabokov s rich legacy in this collection of
interviews articles and editorials nabokov ranges over his life art education
politics literature movies and modern times among other subjects strong
opinions offers his trenchant witty and always engaging views on everything
from the russian revolution to the correct pronunciation of lolita first full
length critical study of the author of lolita the story of nabokov s life
continues with his arrival in the united states in 1940 he found that
supporting himself and his family was not easy until the astonishing success of
lolita catapulted him to world fame and financial security in this study the
numerous literary and autobiographical allusions in nabokov s novel are
annotated and analyzed which reveals an altogether different love affair the
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main character had than the narrator wishes the reader to believe the real life
of sebastian knight is one of vladimir nabokov s most autobiographical novels
and it has often been observed that sebastian s passionate affair with the
femme fatale nina rechnoy is a dramatized extension of nabokov s infatuation
with irina guadanini in this book it is shown that the novel also conceals
another secluded love affair sebastian had with a man which reflects the main
episode in the life of nabokov s brother sergey by pursuing many biographical
and literary references and allusions and by disregarding the deceptive guiding
by the narrator sebastian s half brother this moving story about sebastian s
silent love becomes brightly visible these essays focus on nabokov s lectures
on european and russian literature at american universities and shed new light
on the relationship of his views on aesthetics to the development of his own
oeuvre a startling and revelatory examination of nabokov s life and works
notably pale fire and lolita bringing new insight into one of the twentieth
century s most enigmatic authors vladimir nabokov witnessed the horrors of his
century escaping revolutionary russia then germany under hitler and fled france
with his jewish wife and son just weeks before paris fell to the nazis he
repeatedly faced accusations of turning a blind eye to human suffering to write
artful tales of depravity but does one of the greatest writers in the english
language really deserve the label of amoral aesthete bestowed on him by so many
critics using information from newly declassified intelligence files and
recovered military history pitzer argues that far from being a proponent of art
for art s sake nabokov managed to hide disturbing history in his fiction
history that has gone unnoticed for decades nabokov emerges as a kind of
documentary conjurer spending decades of his career recording a saga of
forgotten concentration camps and searing bigotry from wwi to the gulag and the
holocaust lolita surrenders humbert humbert s secret identity and reveals a
nabokov appalled by american anti semitism the lunatic narrator of pale fire
recalls russian tragedies that once haunted the world from tsarist courts to
nazi film sets from the cia to wartime casablanca the story of nabokov s family
is the story of his century and both are woven inextricably into his fiction
leven en werk van de amerikaanse schrijver van russische origine vladimir
vladimirovič nabokov 1899 1977



Conclusive Evidence 1951 vladimir nabokov was always a controversial writer
long before the publication of lolita controversy raged over the virtues of his
work his detractors insisted that he had forsaken the humanistic concerns of
the russian literary tradition while his supporters claimed that his work
actually extended and enriched that tradition david rampton faces these
apparent contradictions head on and tries to reach a more balanced integrated
view of the novelist s achievement
Conclusive Evidence 1951 speak memory first published in 1951 as conclusive
evidence and then assiduously revised in 1966 is an elegant and rich evocation
of nabokov s life and times even as it offers incisive insights into his major
works including lolita pnin despair the gift the real life of sebastian knight
and the defense
Conclusive evidence 1947 this set comprises of 40 volumes covering nineteenth
and twentieth century european and american authors these volumes will be
available as a complete set mini boxed sets by theme or as individual volumes
this second set compliments the first 68 volume set of critical heritage
published by routledge in october 1995
Revised Evidence 1999 this first major critical biography of vladimir nabokov
one of the greatest of twentieth century writers finally allows us full access
to the dramatic details of his life and the depths of his art an intensely
private man nabokov was uprooted first by the russian revolution and then by
world war ii transformed into a permanent wanderer he did not achieve fame
until late in life with the success of lolita in this first of two volumes
brian boyd vividly describes the liberal milieu of the aristocratic nabokovs
their escape from russia nabokov s education at cambridge and the murder of his
father in berlin boyd then turns to the years that nabokov spent impoverished
in germany and france until the coming of hitler forced him to flee with wife
and son to the united states this volume stands on its own as a fascinating
exploration of nabokov s russian years and russian worlds prerevolutionary and
émigré in the course of his ten years work on the biography boyd traveled along
nabokov s trail everywhere from yalta to palo alto the only scholar to have had
free access to the nabokov archives in montreux and the library of congress he
also interviewed at length nabokov s family and scores of his friends and
associates for the general reader boyd offers an introduction to nabokov the
man his works and his world for the specialist he provides a basis for all
future research on nabokov s life and art as he dates and describes the
composition of all nabokov s works published and unpublished boyd investigates
nabokov s relation to and his independence from his time examines the special
structures of his mind and thought and explains the relations between his
philosophy and his innovations of literary strategy and style at the same time
he provides succinct introductions to all the fiction dramas memoirs and major
verse presents detailed analyses of the major books that break new ground for
the scholar while providing easy paths into the works for other readers and
shows the relationship between nabokov s life and the themes and subjects of
his art
Vladimir Nabokov 1984-07-05 a clearly written insightful study of nabokov the
novelist providing an expert analysis of the 17 novels he wrote during a career
spanning more than 50 years one of the most impressive challenging and
controversial literary achievements of our time
Speak, Memory 2011-02-16 the story of nabokov s life continues with his arrival
in the united states in 1940 he found that supporting himself and his family
was not easy until the astonishing success of lolita catapulted him to world
fame and financial security
Vladimir Nabokov 2013-11-05 from the contents memory and dream in nabokov s
short fiction b wyllie nabokov s approach to the supernatural in the early
stories j w connoly nabokov s christmas stories r h w dillard art and marriage
in vladimir nabokov s music and in lev tolstoy s the kreutzer sonata n w
balestrini how they brought the bad news to mints breaking the news s g kellman
alone in the void mademoiselle o j e rivers nabokov s vasily shishkov an author
text interpretation m d shrayer ville scripts games of double crossing in
vladimir nabokov s the assistant producer c moraru
Vladimir Nabokov 2016-06-10 based on intertextual evidence in nabokov s late
novel ada this monograph traces the triad of memory recollection and
imagination which is central to nabokov s poetics and art of life writing back
to the works of st augustine of hippo who on the threshold of the early middle
ages wrote the first autobiography and to whose autobiographical writings this
triad is likewise essential furthermore this book investigates to which extent
the augustinian art of memory influenced nabokov s fictive autobiographies by
selecting a sample comprising mary mashen ka the gift dar lolita and ada the
continuous importance of the augustinian paradigm throughout nabokov s
multilingual career is demonstrated
The Excitement of Verbal Adventure: A Study of Vladimir Nabokov's English Prose
1977 speak memory said vladimir nabokov and immediately there came flooding



back to him a host of enchanting recollections of his comfortable childhood and
adolescence of his rich liberal minded father his beautiful mother an army of
relations and family hangers on and of grand old houses in st petersburg and
the surrounding countryside in pre revolutionary russia young love butterflies
tutors and a multitude of other themes thread together to weave an
autobiography which is itself a work of art
Vladimir Nabokov 2012-11-13 vladimir nabokov s extraordinary literary career as
a master of russian and english prose is unique acclaimed in the limited
russian emigre world under the name of sirin nabokov switched to writing in
english and settled in america a refugee from hitler s europe exile memory lost
love and the magic of childhood are among his themes neil cornwell s study
published for the nabokov centenary examines five of nabokov s major novels
plus his short stories and critical writings situating his work against the
ever expanding mass of vn scholarship and noting his cultural debt to russia
europe america and the british isles
Vladimir Nabokov 1991 from the writer who shocked and delighted the world with
his novels lolita pale fire and ada or ardor and so many others comes a
magnificent collection of stories written between the 1920s and 1950s these
sixty five tales eleven of which have been translated into english for the
first time display all the shades of nabokov s imagination they range from
sprightly fables to bittersweet tales of loss from claustrophobic exercises in
horror to a connoisseur s samplings of the table of human folly read as a whole
the stories of vladimir nabokov offers and intoxicating draft of the master s
genius his devious wit and his ability to turn language into an instrument of
ecstasy
Torpid Smoke 2021-10-18 szeftel s feelings toward nabokov were also mixed
ranging from intense disappointment over rebuffed attempts to collaborate with
nabokov on a scholarly study of a medieval russian epic or to write about his
work lolita to persistent envy of nabokov s success and an increasing
wistfulness over his own sense of failure
Critical Essays on Vladimir Nabokov 1984 shortly before vladimir nabokov died
in 1977 he left instructions that the draft for his last novel the original of
laura be destroyed but in 2008 dmitri nabokov the writer s only child and sole
surviving heir contravened his father s wishes formed from novelistic fragments
that had been hidden from the public eye for three decades the original of
laura is a construction based on the conjecture of the nabokov estate
publishers and scholars shades of laura returns to the scene of the crime
elucidating the process of publishing nabokov s unfinished novel from its
conception the reproduction of 138 handwritten index cards to the simultaneous
publication of translations of the final text in several languages the essays
in this collection investigate the event of publication and reconstitute the
book s critical reception reproducing a selection of some of the most salient
reviews critics condemned dmitri s choice but as contributors to this volume
attest there are many more shades and nuances to his decision the book also
endeavours to allow readers to understand and evaluate an incomplete novel
contributors analyze its plot structure imagery and motifs published after
prolonged public debate vladimir nabokov s the original of laura was dubbed the
most eagerly awaited literary novel of this fledgling century covering the
publication from a broad spectrum of perspectives this collection reassesses
the nabokov canon and the roots of his literary prestige contributors include
paul ardoin florida state university gennady barabtarlo university of missouri
brian boyd university of auckland marijeta bozovic colgate university maurice
couturier university of nice lara delage toriel strasbourg university galya
diment university of washington leland de la durantaye claremont mckenna
college michael juliar private collector eric naiman university of california
berkeley ellen pifer university of delaware anna raffetto adelphi publishing
house milan michael rodgers university of strathclyde rien verhoef leiden
university olga voronina bard college tadashi wakashima kyoto university
michael wood princeton university and barbara wyllie slavonic and east european
review
Recollection, Memory and Imagination 2006 this study seeks to counter the
critical orthodoxy that conceives of vladimir nabokov as a symbolist writer
concerned with a transcendent reality
Speak, Memory 2012 table of contents
The Novels of Vladimir Nabokov 1984 first published in 1995 this companion
constitutes a virtual encyclopaedia of nabokov and occupies a unique niche in
scholarship about him articles on individual works by nabokov including his
short stories and poetry provide a brief survey of critical reactions and
detailed analyses from diverse vantage points for anyone interested in nabokov
from scholars to readers who love his works this is an ideal guide its
chronology of nabokov s life and works bibliographies of primary and secondary
works and a detailed index make it easy to find reliable information any aspect
of nabokov s rich legacy



The Achievements of Vladimir Nabokov 1984 in this collection of interviews
articles and editorials nabokov ranges over his life art education politics
literature movies and modern times among other subjects strong opinions offers
his trenchant witty and always engaging views on everything from the russian
revolution to the correct pronunciation of lolita
Vladimir Nabokov 1985 first full length critical study of the author of lolita
Vladimir Nabokov 1999 the story of nabokov s life continues with his arrival in
the united states in 1940 he found that supporting himself and his family was
not easy until the astonishing success of lolita catapulted him to world fame
and financial security
The Stories of Vladimir Nabokov 2011-02-16 in this study the numerous literary
and autobiographical allusions in nabokov s novel are annotated and analyzed
which reveals an altogether different love affair the main character had than
the narrator wishes the reader to believe
Pniniad 1997 the real life of sebastian knight is one of vladimir nabokov s
most autobiographical novels and it has often been observed that sebastian s
passionate affair with the femme fatale nina rechnoy is a dramatized extension
of nabokov s infatuation with irina guadanini in this book it is shown that the
novel also conceals another secluded love affair sebastian had with a man which
reflects the main episode in the life of nabokov s brother sergey by pursuing
many biographical and literary references and allusions and by disregarding the
deceptive guiding by the narrator sebastian s half brother this moving story
about sebastian s silent love becomes brightly visible
Speak, Memory 1994 these essays focus on nabokov s lectures on european and
russian literature at american universities and shed new light on the
relationship of his views on aesthetics to the development of his own oeuvre
Shades of Laura 2013-11-01 a startling and revelatory examination of nabokov s
life and works notably pale fire and lolita bringing new insight into one of
the twentieth century s most enigmatic authors vladimir nabokov witnessed the
horrors of his century escaping revolutionary russia then germany under hitler
and fled france with his jewish wife and son just weeks before paris fell to
the nazis he repeatedly faced accusations of turning a blind eye to human
suffering to write artful tales of depravity but does one of the greatest
writers in the english language really deserve the label of amoral aesthete
bestowed on him by so many critics using information from newly declassified
intelligence files and recovered military history pitzer argues that far from
being a proponent of art for art s sake nabokov managed to hide disturbing
history in his fiction history that has gone unnoticed for decades nabokov
emerges as a kind of documentary conjurer spending decades of his career
recording a saga of forgotten concentration camps and searing bigotry from wwi
to the gulag and the holocaust lolita surrenders humbert humbert s secret
identity and reveals a nabokov appalled by american anti semitism the lunatic
narrator of pale fire recalls russian tragedies that once haunted the world
from tsarist courts to nazi film sets from the cia to wartime casablanca the
story of nabokov s family is the story of his century and both are woven
inextricably into his fiction
Vladimir Nabokov 2014-01-14 leven en werk van de amerikaanse schrijver van
russische origine vladimir vladimirovič nabokov 1899 1977
Conclusive Evidence 1954
Nabokov at Cornell 2003
The Garland Companion to Vladimir Nabokov 2014-05-22
Vladimir Nabokov 1989
A Study Guide for Vladmir Nabokov's "Speak, Memory: An Autobiography Revisited"
2002
Vladimir Nabokov 2011-02-16
Strong Opinions 1966
Escape Into Aesthetics 2016-06-10
Vladimir Nabokov 2017-08-20
The Excitement of Verbal Adventure: A Study of Vladimir Nabokov's English Prose
1974
Vladimir Nabokov 2018-05-30
Silent Love 2016
Silent Love 2018
Vladimir Nabokov's Lectures on Literature 2021-11-15
The Secret History of Vladimir Nabokov 1986
VN, the Life and Art of Vladimir Nabokov
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